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At Intact, we are committed to making IT consulting simpler, more 
efficient, and risk-free for the best value on the market.

Our services are designed to help you maximize the value of your 
software investment and become extraordinarily more successful 

than your industry peers.

Our Mission
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WHAT IS ONPOINT?



ONPOINT is a post-implementation solution that helps you 
achieve your expected business outcomes at a fixed cost, in 

record time, and with zero risk.

What is ONPOINT?

MANAGE

Keep your software healthy, available, and 
always current, and your users empowered 
and engaged

OPTIMIZE

Strategize for the long haul by driving user adoption, 
enabling power-users, and communicating wins

ENHANCE

Rapidly deploy new software capabilities 
on-demand from this catalog of 300+ 

standardized enhancements
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SET UP



1. Do you host my software for me?

ONPOINT does not host software for you, but remotely manages software hosted 
by you or your third-party vendors.

2. Where is your team?

All ONPOINT team members are located in the D.C. Metro Area. Intact has offices 
in Greenbelt, MD and Reston, VA.

3. Is the work completed onsite or remotely?

ONPOINT is a remote service. We do, however, provide periodical onsite 
presence to address issues and enable internal users and app owners. In certain 
cases, we can provide either a hybrid of onsite and remote resources, or full 
onsite service. Please contact ONPOINT@intact-tech.com for more information.

4. Where have you done this before?

ONPOINT has federal and commercial clients of all industries and sizes. From 
financial institutions to health insurance providers to retailers, our clients span 
mid-market organizations to companies in the Fortune 500.

5. What do you need to get started?

ONPOINT will need to perform a system health check across the software it will 
manage, and will therefore require access to these tools.

6. What kind of people and system access do you require to conduct this 
service?

ONPOINT requires remote access and system admin access across all tools it 
supports. ONPOINT also requires access to databases in a read-only capacity.

7. What is a customer success manager?

A Customer Success Manager is a designated ONPOINT team leader who 
ensures your defined outcomes are achieved. The CSM serves as the main liaison 
between you and the ONPOINT team, and translates organizational objectives on 
your behalf into technical directives for the ONPOINT team to execute. The CSM 
ensures you receive a personal and exceptional level of service. You have the 
option of having an on- or off-site CSM.
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MANAGE



1. What kind of activities come with ONPOINT Manage?

ONPOINT will perform standard daily health checks on your software to guarantee 
it’s up and running and that core capabilities are working correctly. ONPOINT will 
also troubleshoot and/or escalate any issues found either through our routine 
checks or by users, answer how-to questions, fulfill basic administrative requests 
(ie. creating a user in ITSM), and much more. Please refer to our Service Catalog 
for a detailed list of activities.

2. How will I know what ONPOINT is doing to my tools?

ONPOINT provides monthly reports of the basic administrative requests that have 
been completed, as well as issues that have been identified and resolved. We 
communicate these outcomes to stakeholders, and use weekly syncs with key 
personnel to discuss action items and accomplishments.

3. Does ONPOINT also manage the supporting infrastructure?

ONPOINT does not manage your infrastructure, but provides support to your team 
for your tools.

4. Does ONPOINT participate in our change management process and 
meetings for software?

ONPOINT will participate in your change management process so long as it pertains 
to software we are managing.

5. How will ONPOINT let us know if we have an issue with one of our systems 
you are managing?

ONPOINT communicates identified issues immediately, along with plans for next 
steps and all updates thereafter as we progress toward resolution.
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ONPOINT Manage is one of three tiers in the ONPOINT Managed 
Services suite, keeping your software healthy, available, and 
always current, and your users empowered and engaged.
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6. How can we hold ONPOINT accountable for conducting Manage activities?

Our goal is to make sure your tools continue to provide value. When your tools and 
their functionalities are operational and available, this demonstrates that we are 
conducting our Manage activities properly. ONPOINT only communicates findings 
of Manage activities if we discover issues that require your attention and some sort 
of escalation. If you request a periodical audit, it should be clearly defined and 
agreed upon in the SOW.

7. Will you handle my vendor support tickets?

ONPOINT has a team dedicated to handling support tickets for our customers that 
have a separate agreement with us to handle their software support agreements. If 
your company falls into this category, you will receive support for all the tools 
defined in your vendor support contract. If you have the vendor support agreement 
and do not have a contract of support with ONPOINT, we will still handle tickets 
pertaining to tools that are part of your ONPOINT Manage service.

8. Do I still need a support and maintenance contract with the software 
vendor?

You will still need the mandatory support and maintenance from your vendor.

9. What software vendors do you support?

We currently support Micro Focus, Cherwell, Splunk, ServiceNow, AppDynamics, 
BDNA, and Moogsoft.

Please refer to our Service Catalog for more information about all supported 
software vendors. For a copy of our Service Catalog, please contact: sales@intact-
tech.com.

10. What is the reporting cadence for Manage?

ONPOINT will send you a monthly report containing all Manage tasks completed. If 
we discover any issues, we will communicate them to you immediately and will not 
wait for the monthly report.

11. If we purchase Manage, how will you enable my team so they better 
understand the software?

When you purchase Manage, you have access to unlimited end user how-to support.
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ENHANCE



1. What are some examples of Enhance requests?

For the most up-to-date list of all our current enhancements, please refer to our 
Service Catalog. For a copy of our catalog, please contact: sales@intact-tech.com

2. Which software vendors do you support for Enhance?

We currently support Micro Focus, Cherwell, Splunk, ServiceNow, AppDynamics, 
BDNA, and Moogsoft. For the most up-to-date list of all our current enhancements, 
please refer to our Service Catalog. For a copy of our catalog, please contact: 
sales@intact-tech.com

3. Where do I request enhancements?

You can request enhancements through the ONPOINT portal: https://onpoint.intact-
tech.com/ServicePortal/ONPOINT

4. How do I pay for enhancements?

Each enhancement has a fixed-cost point value. For more detailed information 
around our pricing, please visit the Pricing section of this document.

5. Can you integrate with my existing catalog?

Yes.

6. Will I get access to any/all added enhancements to your catalog over time?

Yes, you will have access to all enhancements in our catalog and any additions 
made over time.

7. How do you keep your catalog current as new software versions and 
features are released?

We evaluate our catalog monthly. As new versions and features are released, we 
explore the new functionalities offered and add to our catalog if applicable.
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ONPOINT Enhance is second of three tiers in the ONPOINT 
Managed Services suite, rapidly deploying new software 
capabilities on-demand from a catalog of 300+ standardized 
enhancements.
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8. Will my points ever expire?

Yes, points expire at the end of your contract period. You will receive monthly 
reports showing the points you have used and the points you have left. At the 
beginning of each project, we get a good understanding of your initiatives 
and timeline. If we notice you are not using your points as planned, we will 
proactively make recommendations for strategic ways to use your points before the 
end of your contract period.

9. How do I know how many points I have left?

We provide monthly reports outlining the points you've used, how they were used, 
and how many points you have left.

10. Who can approve enhancement requests?

You know your team better than we do, so ask you to select who can request and 
approve your enhancement requests. We can work with you to determine who is the 
best fit for this role, but typically our customers provide us with a list of requestors 
and approvers.

11. How do you define which enhancements are “standard”?

“Standard” is defined based on the level of variability involved in a request. If a 
request for an enhancement is repeatable and has little variability from request to 
request, it is considered standard. If a request and the level of effort it requires is 
highly variable, it will be considered non-standard and will require further scoping. 

If you have a request that is non-standard, ONPOINT will work with you to define an 
appropriate point value for the request based on the level of effort required.

12. What if I have an enhancement request that isn’t in your catalog?

If a request is not in our catalog, we will work with you to define an appropriate point 
value for the request based on the level of effort required.

13. What is an Enhancement Plan?

An Enhancement Plan is a roadmap of your organization's goals and how they will 
be accomplished using our catalog. This plan will function as a guide for how to 
allocate your points.
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14. Who puts the Enhancement Plan together?

Prior to your ONPOINT engagement, Intact facilitates numerous strategy sessions to 
discuss and determine a set of goals. These objectives make up your Enhancement 
Plan.

15. How will you demonstrate the progress being made with enhancements?

You will receive monthly reports outlining the enhancements that have been made.
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OPTIMIZE



1. How do I buy Optimize?

Unlike Manage and Enhance, Optimize is priced in hours. When you purchase 
these hours, we will work with you to determine where to allocate those hours based 
on your goals.

2. When do I buy Optimize?

Manage and/or Enhance customers can purchase Optimize at any time during their 
ONPOINT engagement, but we recommend purchasing Optimize at the onset of 
your ONPOINT engagement so you can lay out a cohesive strategy for your 
organization.

3. What kind of activities can I buy with my Optimize hours?

• Tactical Communications Plan
• Value Communication Win Flashes
• Strategic Planning
• On-Demand Access to a Management Consultant
• Biannual Product Advisory

4. What is a Tactical Communications Plan?

We will develop this plan with your key project stakeholders and your organization’s 
Communications and Marketing Team in order to lay out a strategy for aligning your 
business to the vision of your project and clearly articulating the value you’re 
creating. 

5. What are Value Communication Win Flashes? 

Win Flashes are one-pager communications that translate IT results to business 
outcomes and get you credit for the value you’re creating.
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Optimize is the third of three tiers in the ONPOINT Managed 
Services suite, providing strategy for the long haul by driving user 
adoption, enabling power users, and communicating wins. 
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6. What is Strategic Planning?

Strategic planning refers to developing a roadmap from where you are today to 
where you want to be, ensuring you have a clear path to achieving your business 
outcomes.

7. What does it mean to have on-demand access to a Management Consultant?

When you purchase Optimize, you purchase access to Management consultant 
hours. Like ONPOINT customers have access to the full ONPOINT catalog, 
ONPOINT Optimize customers have access to Management Consultants’ strategic 
and process expertise.

8. What is Biannual Product Advisory? 

This advisory includes review of your communication strategy, product version 
currency assurance, and technology roadmap.

9. What is Version Currency Assurance?

Version Currency is a guarantee that your system versioning will be at least (n-1) of 
the most current versioning on the market. This ensures your tools are supported by 
their vendors and have the most up-to-date functionality.

10. How will I know whether or not it’s in my best interest to be on the latest 
version?

We will provide recommendations as to which versions are best for your 
organization. Many organizations decide to upgrade for the following reasons:

• Improved performance
• Vendor supportability
• Security
• New functionality

If ONPOINT identifies a gap in any of the aforementioned areas, we will recommend 
an upgrade.

11. Will you work with my software vendors on advisory activities?
Yes, we will include your software vendors in version conversations if they are 
supported by the ONPOINT catalog. 
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PRICING



1. How is the Manage component of ONPOINT priced?
ONPOINT ranges from $3,000 - $6,000 per tool per month, depending on the 
following criteria:

• Company size (small, medium, large)
• Environment complexity
• Nature of business ( Government, Commercial, Service, etc.)
• Integration to third party tools
• Factors that impact the perceived level of effort

2. How do you determine a customer’s size for Manage?
ONPOINT considers the following criteria:

• The size of your team
• The number of people using your tool/s
• The size of infrastructure supporting your tool/s

3. How is the Enhance component of ONPOINT priced?
All enhancements in our catalog are given a fixed-cost point value. When crafting 
your Enhancement Plan, we evaluate your strategic initiatives and project 
roadmap to determine how many points you will need. 

4. What is a point for Enhance?
A point is a representation of the level of effort required to complete a specific 
enhancement request.

5. Is a point equivalent to an hour?
ONPOINT tracks outcomes rather than hours, but as a general rule of thumb, one 
point represents 30 minutes of effort. This representation may change based on 
the level of expertise a specific request requires.

6. Can I just buy a bucket of hours?
Yes. Hours are conceptually the standard in the industry, so we want to make 
pricing easy to grasp. In our Statement of Work, however, hours will be converted 
into points so you can consume our service consistently.
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7. Do you ever change the amount of points needed to fulfill an 
enhancement?
Point values are fixed for the term of your contract. Point values change only in 
ongoing projects when clearly stated in the agreement/SOW and potentially at the 
time of renewal.
We continually analyze our level of effort for our enhancements to ensure we are 
honestly and accurately pricing points. When we make adjustments to point 
values, these only apply moving forward and do not affect existing, contractual 
points. Any potential changes are considered, communicated, and agreed upon 
during the renewal period.

8. How often do you change your pricing?
We have a monthly release cycle for our catalog, but changes in point values do 
not happen monthly. Such changes only occur as-needed.

9. How is the Optimize component of ONPOINT priced?
During our preliminary assessment and health check, we will identify any gaps in 
which you might benefit from Optimize services. For example, many of our 
customers require assistance crafting a strategic roadmap, process review and 
improvement plan, software architecture and design, staffing, managing audits, 
and standardizing data. After identifying areas of need, we will determine the skill 
set and level of effort required, and provide you a bucket of Optimize hours.

10. How frequently will I be billed?
We will help you decide which billing model is the best fit for you prior to starting 
ONPOINT.

11. Will I be billed for points I don’t use?
You will be billed for the number of points allocated to the period of the project. 
Rarely do our customers not use their allocated points, as points are estimated 
based on your specific needs and your environment. We also proactively make 
enhancement recommendations to ensure you’re maximizing the value of your 
points. If for some reason you don’t use all your points, you can reallocate them to 
other requests that might be relevant to your needs. 

12. May I cancel at any time?
No, unless clearly stated otherwise in your contract. Any “cancellation option” 
must be agreed upon before the start date of the contract.
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Catalog Overview



ONPOINT was designed to quickly adapt with your evolving business 
needs and priorities. Choose from or interchange the services in this 

catalog at any time.

About the Catalog

§ Our MANAGE offerings are organized 
into the following two categories:

⇢ Administration Tasks – daily 
administration and support to ensure 
your tools are up and running

⇢ Operational Tasks – preventative, 
scheduled, and operational 
maintenance to ensure consistent tool 
availability

§ Our ENHANCE offerings are 
categorized into: 

⇢ Standard Tasks –300+ standardized 
enhancements to choose from or 
interchange at any time

⇢ Non-Standard Tasks – additional 
enhancements that require further 
scoping

§ All Standard Tasks have been assigned 
a point value based on their level of 
effort to complete

§ The most popular offerings are marked 
and bolded to show you how your peers 
are using ONPOINT

SOFTWARE WE CURRENTLY
MANAGE AND ENHANCE
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Please reach out 
with further questions:

ONPOINT@intact-tech.com
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